
 

Tasmanian Irrigation / Irrigator Representative Committee Meeting: Greater Meander Irrigation District 

Minutes 

Date: 20 June 2019 at 10am 

Location: Tasmanian Irrigation, Deloraine Office 

Attendees: Andrew Kneebone, Simone Reynolds, James Hipwood, Anna Graham, Dean Anyon, Brett 
Bennett, Ken Lawrence, Greg Gibson, Michael Cresswell, Marcus Crowden 

Apologies: Tim Schmidt, David Cresswell, Nigel Brock 

 

Introduction 

Andrew introduced James and Simone to committee. Ken advised committee would like to add 
Marcus Crowden and Damian Atkins onto committee, with nomination forms to follow. 

1. Previous meeting minutes accepted.  

2. Previous meeting actions: 

 TI to confirm how much of the debt has been paid down by water sales to date. Also confirm 
that the Meander Mini Hydro distribution is reducing the loan balances. 

Debt reconciliation report provided  – Andrew advised that the inherited debt is still significant.  
TI has requested assistance from government to lower the debt with a debt/equity swap. A  
reconciliation has been  done with water with the balance sheet still under review. Revised 
capacity went from 36000 ML to 28800 ML to reflect realistic summer delivery hydrology. 

ACTION: TI to report back to the IRC regarding debt reconciliations once the balance sheet 
review has been completed. 

 TI to discuss options for scheme improvements as soon as investigations are complete. Including 
cost, funding options, and impact on operational cost of delivery (two similar actions). 

Report provided with meeting information – to be discussed later in the agenda. 

 TI to revisit proposal of extending the Quamby pipeline. 

Replacement flowmeter installed for gauging of volumes at Quamby Pump Station so TI will be 
able to assess pump performance more  accurately.  

 TI to provide ARL, engineering, and environmental cost information in the report. 

This was not provided in writing, but Anna can provide a list of costs if requested. Verbal update 
for this year will also be provided.   

 Include up to date information about the Meander loan balances on the website. 

Meeting agreed it is more beneficial for TI to present the information in the IRC meeting rather 
than publish on the website.  

 TI to provide some options for differential pricing to be discussed with the IRC and Cheshunt 
Drain users. 

Still pending – need to do works before further progressed.  
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ACTION: TI to provide options for differential pricing to be discussed with the IRC and Cheshunt 
Drain users. 

 

3. Scheme summary: 

Over the 150 day season the first 2 months were quiet but most delivery was within 90 days, 
ramping up after Christmas. Delivered  around 17,600 ML for the season.  Only around half the 
annual capacity were delivered on pipeline schemes.  Water orders are difficult to manage for 
water course deliveries – is dependant on timing and water orders being placed. 

Key Maintenance  

 Meander Dam abutment – drain installed 

 Stainless stell piezometer cabinet installed at Meander Dam 

 Cheshunt drains gates – automation may take place in the future but not an immediate 
priority 

 Various meter replacements 

 Flow meter replacements at Quamby and Hagley – all getting old  

 Coilers Creek bypass installed rather than making the dam spill 

 Pilot pumps installed at Rubicon and Hagley to deliver low flows  

 Assessments at 4 pump stations intake screens  

 Revegetation area at Meander Dam being prepared for planting in Autumn 

 Rubicon control system upgraded to SCADA 

 Hagley pump modification has provided for increase in volume rather than pressure 

 

Operational Issues  

 Difficulties delivering down Caveside watercourses due to low flows.  More demand for 
deliveries in off peak times and less demand during the day has been problematic. A roster 
system has been arranged between irrigators which did improve delivery to a degree. Upgrade 
of intake should improve deliverability in this region. 

 Cheshunt Drains similar issues as Caveside due to off peak demand.  Works at main gate 
improved flow.  Need to educate the irrigators regarding flow management and physical 
capacity restrictions for delivery. Meeting agreed that flexibility for flow can only be provided by 
irrigators moving away from direct irrigation, and pumping over the 24 hour period rather than 
only in off peak times.  

 TI plans to formalise rules for flow rate management, which will require clear communication 
with the irrigators to provide more surety.  The scheme was designed to deliver over 120 days. TI 
is currently working with the Southern scheme irrigators regarding the implementation of flow 
management, which could also be introduced at Meander.  All agreed a short term resolution 
lies with educating irrigators on efficiencies and delivery limitations with flow rates.   

 DPIPWE restrictions are problematic as TI is losing water when restrictions come off and the 
water has already been delivered. 
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ACTION: TI to talk to DPIPWE about coordination of water restrictions throughout the Greater 
Meander region.   

 Intake screens cleaned every day during periods of the season. Looking for resolution which is 
similar to the screen at Stonycroft pump station in the Whitemore scheme.  

 Rubicon intake screens need work – due to expected increased demand 

IPD independent review has been done on screens and the recommended capital works. TI is 
reviewing recommendations and the works program is to be developed. Funding options include 
using some of the scheme working capital, or potentially the ARL. Caveside is the priority, with 
Rubicon next as this would potentially enhance water sales.  A timeframe has not been 
determined, however the aim is to have works on Caveside underway next summer.  Surveying 
work is required, then detailed design, then the works program. IRC would like work done as 
soon as possibl, with a request to keep the solution simple and cost effective. Work would likely 
be tendered out to ensure the best value is obtained.  

ACTION: TI to keep IRC informed of progress of the screen intake upgrades. 

ACTION: Provide copy of IPD review on screens to the IRC.   

 Trading and water sales 220 ML sold over the last 11 months. Trading price not often disclosed. 
Delivery of water has been quite consistent over past 3 years.  

ACTION: TI to provide correct trading data for short term trades. 

 

4. Financial information (to May 2019): 

TI presented the May financials for Meander scheme and mini hydro. Main variances: 

 Overheads increased due to lack of funding, had expected some funding support for 
overheads and legacy assets which was not received.   

 Staff movements incurred significant costs, including the need to source external 
support ie KPMG. The corporate overheads are still split 75/25, with 25% met by the 
operational side of the business.   

 Operational structure is under review now that a permanent CEO has been appointed. 
Have been under resourced in parts of the business during the executive restructure. An 
example is with the asset team where very little progress has been made on asset 
management system due to cost and resourcing.  The budget presented is worst case. 

 Power station contribution to the scheme is higher than prior years.  Mini hydro 
contribution increased to contribute to more to cost of running the dam.  Mini hydro 
debt is budgeted to be paid in full by 2023. 

 Meander fixed contribution relates to  the variable charges for water delivered along the 
river (around $96,000 in 2018-19). This has been accounted for differently to the budget. 

 Environmental revegetation cost was not budgeted, with significant planting to take 
place in Autumn. 
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 Rates increased with the suggestion that further increases may take place in 2019-20 of 
around 6%. TI can apply to be exempt from rates and land tax but may be of limited 
benefit.  IRC suggests discuss further re exemption. 

ACTION: TI to investigate exemptions for rates & land tax at Meander. 

 Mini hydro net profit currently being allocated to assist with repaying the Meander Dam 
& Pipeline loans.   

 

5. 2019-20 budgets and draft water pricing: 

Preliminary pricing (draft only) proposal tabled – don’t expect any major changes. 

Key notes: 

 Proposed discount to pass through some of the working capital surplus.   

 Operational overheads includes statewide relief operator, and asset management staff. A 
structure review is pending.  TI is looking to make better use of staff and roles. 

 Increased contribution from mini hydro 50% - in line with increased costs at the dam. 

 4 year view has been provided to show overall budget over the 4 year period. 

 Monitoring costs: IRC asked if level of monitoring required still. Monitoring is due to 
legislative requirement or other mandatory obligations.  TI is continuously looking to reduce 
these requirements wherever possible based on data already collected. 

 ARL revenue is released to match expense. The invoiced amounts are deferred on the 
balance sheet and then released to match the works program. 

 Price – proposal to provide $7.50 discount on AFC and leave ARL as is. IRC happy with pricing 
proposal.  Cheshunt Drain charge zone not included in this year.  

 

6. Potential scheme upgrades, and flow management: 

See Caveside discussion above (agenda Item 3). 

By-laws appear to provide for TI to set the flow rate where required. IRC supportive of clear flow 
management strategy.  Telemetry and communication to irrigators will make management of the 
flow rates easier.   

IRC suggest hold meeting in Caveside prior to the next season to discuss flow rate capacity prior, and 
potential implementation of rostering during high demand times.  TI to investigate watercourse 
delivery options for the long term.  Screen uptakes will assist however a pipeline would make 
delivery more manageable in the long term. 

TI advised that there is a funding body which provides infrastruture funding (loans) for irrigation 
purposes.  Board asked TI to circulate contact details for the fund, scheme would need to pay its 
own interest.   

ACTION: Provide an indicative pipe cost if the scheme starts a program to pipe the watercourse 
delivery in GMID over the next 15-20 years 

ACTION: TI to circulate contact details for funding body for infrastructure upgrades.  
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7. Draft Irrigator Representative Committee Charter: 

Charter is a generic document outlining guidelines and expectations of Irrigator Committees.  
Document was included in meeting information pack.  IRC to review and provide any feedback to 
Anna. 

 

8. Other business: 

 Marcus Crowden and Damian Atkins  to be added to the committee – need nomination 
forms submitted.  IRC are also seeking a Rubicon representative.   

 TI Board is responsible for determining treatment of mini hydro revenues, particularly post-
2023.  

 IRC enquired about movements in renewable energy certificate prices. TI explained that this 
has been a volatile market over the last few years, with some uncertainty about the prices 
beyond December 2019. Current forecast price is around $23/certificate. 

 Electricity renewable energy project – investment proposal to offset costs across all 
schemes.  Tender underway for business case development. Looking at potentially keeping 
separate to scheme and holding as TI asset to be used to offset general costs of running TI.  

 IRC advised meeting material was helpful and consistent with prior years, would prefer for it 
to be distributed earlier (more than two days). Request to include Mini Hydro balance sheet 
in future. 

ACTION: Provide balance sheet for Mini Hydro to the IRC once end of financial year is 
complete. 

 Tranche 3 update: Funding submission has been done for the first 5 schemes that can get 
underway quickly and easily. Prefeasibility is underway for: 

 Forth/Don 
 Northern Midlands 
 Fingal 
 West Tamar  
 SWIS augmentation 

Southern Midlands and South East integration next schemes to be looked at.  

  Self management of schemes: Options include an operating contract, or a long term lease to 
an irrigator body (giving full control). Within current legislation and policy framework, a 
responsible water entity has to also be the asset owner. Assets are owned by TI on behalf of 
the State, and so the only option would have to be an operating contract between TI and the 
irrigator group. 

 

Meeting closed  


